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Day 1: Arrival and Introduction.
Check into your NYC accommodation upon arrival. Enjoy a leisurely walk in Central Park 
to refresh after travel. In the evening ,introduce the students to Times Square 
and Rockefeller Centre's iconic landmarks.  

Day 2: New York Adventure.
Escape the city hustle with a stroll through Central Park, enjoying its tranquil beauty. 
Take a scenic ferry ride to Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island for a dose of history. 
Treat yourself to a luxurious spa day in Manhattan for ultimate relaxation. 
End your day with a leisurely dinner cruise around the iconic skyline for breathtaking views.

Day 3: Museum and Culture. 
Embark on a cultural journey by first exploring the American Museum of Natural History,
featuring captivating exhibits showcasing dinosaur and space displays. Proceed to the 
nearby Metropolitan Museum of Art to encounter remarkable art collection from diverse 
conners of performance for a delightful cultural finale.

Day 4: Science and Technology.
Dedicate the day to discovery at the intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum, offer
a hands-on experience with historic aircraft carriers and space shutt. Later,
explore the culinary diversity and distinctive shopping opportunities at the nearby 
Chelsea Market, culminating in a well-rounded and enjoyable day.

Day 5: Art and Music.
Explore the iconic Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) for contemporary art masterpieces. 
Experience live jazz performances in Greenwich Village's intimate clubs. Discover street 
art in Brooklyn's vibrant neighborhoods like Bushwick. Immerse yourself in the diverse music 
scene by attending concerts at venues like the historic Apollo Theater in Harlem.
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Explore the school campus, attend classes, and observe the dynamics of Michigan 
High school classrooms. Begin conversations with fellow students to understand 
their academic experiences and extracurricular interests.

Day 6: Michigan City Centre & Museums.
Spend the day absorbing the vibrant atmosphere of downtown Michigan.
Take a leisurely morning stroll through downtown, exploring local shops and cafes,
and soaking in the urban charm. Follow by visiting museums, delving into Michigan’s
history and art scenes for a cultural immersion.

Day 7: Ice Hockey Experience. 
Start your day with an introduction to ice hockey, covering rules and essential skills 
to set the stage for the day. Followed by an afternoon of hands-on on-ice experiences.
This exhilarating day concludes our journey m balancing learning and enjoyment for
an unforgettable ice hockey experience.

Day 8: Michigan Adventure.
Flying to Michigan for an immersive visit to Michigan High School. Explore the campus 
and interact with students to experience the local cul. In the afternoon, enjoy rock
climbing and fun games. Spending the evening engaging in ESL activities. Spend a culturally 
enriching night with your host family, creating lasting memories and furthering your language 
skills in a warm and welcoming environment.

Day 9-10: Immersion as a Transfer Student
in Michigan High School. 
Embark on a five-day adventure as a transfer student in American high school. Immerse 
yourself in the daily lives of local students, fostering meaningful connections and engaging 
in the cultural exchange.

Campus Exploration and Classroom Dynamics. 
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Day 11: Extracurricular Engagement.
Participate in extracurricular activities such as clubs or sports to further integrate 
into the school community. This provides an excellent opportunity to bond with 
classmates over shared interests.

Day 12: Cultural Exchange Day.
Dedicate a day to in-depth cultural exchange. Share aspects of your own culture while 
learning about the diverse backgrounds of your peers. This can involve presentations,
discussions, or even cultural showcases.
 

Day 13: Exploring Nature Through Kayaking.

Discover the enchanting journey awaiting at the heart of nature with the delightful 
experience of cherry picking on a farm. Wander through rows of lush cherry trees, 
their branches heavy with ripe, juicy fruit just waiting to be plucked. Feel the warm sun 
on your skin and the earth beneath your feet as you immerse yourself in the serenity 
of the countryside. 

Day 14: Farm adventure delight 

Exploring the great outdoors through activities like kayaking. Offers a thrilling way 
to explore nature's beauty while bonding with friends. Provides a refreshing break 
from daily routines with its abundance of lakes, rivers, and scenic coastlines as
 the perfect playground for adventurous spirits.

Day 15: Hobbies and interests exchanging.
Extracurricular activities encompass a diverse range of interests . Engage in clubs such 
as debate, drama, art, and academic teams like math or science clubs. These activities 
provide students with opportunities to explore their passions, develop new 
skills, and form meaningful connections with peers who share similar interests. 
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Day 16: Music Ensemble.
O�ers a platform for musicians to collaborate and perform together. Members explore various genres 
and styles, honing their skills through regular rehearsals. Each session fosters camaraderie and teamwork
among participants. The ensemble's diverserepertoire ensures an enriching musical experience 
to immerse yourself in the joy of making music as part of a dynamic ensemble.

Day 17: Science Lab Exploration
Provides hands-on learning opportunities to engage in experiments and discoveries. Participants into 
various scienti�c �elds, from biology to chemistry, under the guidance of knowledgeable instructors. 
Through interactive activities and demonstrations, deepen understanding of key concepts The lab 
environment fosters curiosity and critical thinking as explore real-world applications of scienti�c theories. 
Science Lab Exploration o�ers a dynamic and immersive experience that sparks a passion for scienti�c inquiry.

Day 18: Psychology Symposium
An engaging platform for students to delve into the complexities of the human mind. Through
presentations and discussions, participants explore various topics in psychology, from cognitive 
processes to social behaviors. Led by knowledgeable instructors, sessions o�er insight applications 
of psychological theories. The symposium Eencourages students to analyze and interpret research �ndings.

Day 19: Reflection and Farewell. 
Reflect on your week as a transfer student, considering the differences and similarities 
between your home culture and the Michigan High School experience, Conclude the 
week with farewells and lasting memories of the enriching cultural exchange.

Day 20: Chicago Bound- School & Culture. 
Fly to Chicago for a day of school visits and cultural immersion. Touch down in Chicago,
preparing for a day of discoveries. Embark on tours of Chicago's schools, delving into  
the local academic atmosphere. Dive into Chicago's rich culture with neighbourhood 
exploration and savoring local cuisine. 

Cherish memories, Safe travels back home!
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Comprehensive Summer Camp Academic Experience:
The Summer Camp provides interdisciplinary academic courses, including arts, science, and English, helping students enhance their knowledge 
and  develop diverse skills. 
             
Summer Community Interaction and Skill Cultivation:
The Summer Camp is not just a joyful community; students enjoy fun winter activities while learning crucial life skills, creating warmth and joy for 
the Summer season.

Lifelong Connections and Summer Independence:
Students have the opportunity to recognize their needs and establish lifelong connections through interactions with host families, fostering a 
sense of independence in a winter environment.

Social Skills and Self-Esteem Enhancement:
The Summer Camp encourages students to develop social skills while exploring independence in a winter setting, boosting self-esteem 
and laying a solid foundation for future interpersonal relationships and careers.

Summer Joy and Precious Memories:
The Summer Camp is filled with winter joy and laughter, creating lifelong memories for students and enriching their journey of growth.

Cultivation of Winter Independence:
The entire Summer Camp program is designed to cultivate a sense of independence for all participants in the summer season, allowing 
students to experience deeper growth and self-awareness.

 



During the Summer Camp, accommodation provides students with a safe and supportive environment, fostering personal growth 
and independence. Staying with host families o�ers a rich cultural immersion experience, enhancing I anguage skills, and building 
lasting connections. The comfort and relaxation of the accommodation contribute signi�cantly to the Summer Camp, ensuring 
students have a rejuvenating space to unwind after engaging in daily activities.

 requirements and allergies will be asked such as vegetarian, Halal, and other options.



Costs & Details Summary Payment and Cancellation Policy
A-full payment is required upon registration. In the case of the cancellation, the payment is non-refundable. 

Of the VISA gets refused, the payment will be refunded in full. 

22 July - 8 August USA Summer Camp 2024 8,000 USD

PriceActivityDate

Pricing Includes

Who can join? 

Steps for registration

Tuition fee & Field trips
Transportation between all program locations
Entrance fees
Accommodation
Food 
Insurance

Visa fee
Flight ticket (if any)
Pocket money
Costs associated with evacuation to medical facilities

Pricing Excludes

Our USA Summer Camp is open to students aged 12 to 18 who seek to explore diverse perspectives,  

independence, and language skills improvement.

Fill out the registration form

You must sign the waiver and make a payment to complete your registration. 



Occupational Health and Safety Protocol

1. Team Composition:
Our team embodies the core values of Perma Vision. We prioritize training and safety, aiming to help our staff continually 

2. Risk Advisory:

3. Environmental Assessment:
Our team conducts a thorough inspection of our activity locations in advance to ensure everyone is familiar with the layout 
and identify any areas of special concern. We continually assess the safety of the environment and adjust our protocols accordingly to 

issue safety warnings for activities that may be particularly hazardous in certain situations. If weather conditions are unfavorable, we 
immediately contact our service providers to seek alternative solutions.

4. Professional Team: 

activities are supervised by staff from Perma Vision to ensure compliance with relevant health and safety regulations.



Perma Vision is an educational company that focuses on helping learners from different age groups 

We have been providing quality and unique services since 2014 and our offerings include student programs, 

it is our mission to help learners discover new horizons and reach higher levels of understanding. 
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